
sanef’s survey on motorway behaviour



Motorway safety : 
some key figures

 In France

– Motorways are 5 times safer than any other roads

– Motorway traffic deaths were halved over a period of 10 years

 For the sanef group, between 2011 and 2013:
– the number of injury accidents decreased by 8.2%
– the number of fatal accidents decreased from 36 to 27



Road safety:
work in progress

 This improvement is thanks to :

• our infrastructure quality, 

• the development of our information 
resources, 

• vehicle safety,

• improved respect for the highway code, 
seatbelt safety for example

 But, there is still work to be done:

• Reduce risk behaviour



• sanef group implemented in 2012 its behavioural survey, carried out in
conjunction with the Centre d’études techniques de l’Équipement (Centre
for Technical Research on Public Works) in central Normandy, an
organisation emanating from the Ministry of Transport, with recognised
expertise on issues related to travel

• The survey aims:

• to gather data on high risk behaviour

• to assess behaviour change from one year to the next

sanef’s survey



A rigorous survey

• For the last 3 years, sanef has been working with the CETE Normandie
Centre and followed the same method on the same section of A13:

• a complete week’s observation in late March;

• comparable weather and traffic conditions;

• a 3-lane motorway, without curves, in the country;

• average traffic of 23,000 vehicles per day in both directions (close to the
national average);

• HGV traffic around12% (national average 14%).



Major observations

1 driver out of 3 shows risk behaviour

• 33% of motorists use the middle lane inappropriately

• 25% fail to maintain a safe distance with the preceding vehicle

• Over 66% fail to use their indicator when moving back after
overtaking

• 33% fail to respect speed limits



Good press coverage

The right moment to communicate

(just before the summer holiday)

+ 

New key figures

= Good press coverage

More than 200 articles in 2012
The same in 2013
National TV and radio first in line



Some examples

2’00 report on the survey
with an interview of our

road safety manager

2’20 report on the 
survey with an 

interview of our road 
safety manager

1’55 report on the survey
with 2 interviews of sanef

managers

1’50 report on the survey
with an interview of sanef

Chief Operating Officer

« Be careful with risk
behaviour! »

« A little more effort! »



The survey, first input 
for the campaigns to come

• Because of these results, sanef has focused its safety campaigns on
risk behaviour.

• In 2012, the first campaign was dedicated to distances between
cars.

Keep your distance!

Awareness campaigns 
presented on a 4x3 grid 
displays, on our websites and 
tailored on our radio sanef 
107.7





Statistics do not show a significant evolution except for
respecting distances between cars.
Non-respect of  safety distances between cars decreased from 
30% in 2012 to 18% in 2013 

LPV < 2 seconds 2012 2013

Slow lane 18% 17%

Middle lane 32% 28%

Fast lane 30% 18%

Results after our 2012 campaign



The 2013 campaigns 

Tired? Take a 
break. Obvious.



Special focus on agents safety

Because we are still today confronted with 2 accidents per week
on the french motorways, involving agents, and 2 fatal accidents
in 2013, we decided to carry out a special survey on the
roadworks areas.

Late lane changing and disrespect for safety distances of all the
motorists represent a real danger for our agents.

Two campaings were dedicated to agent safety in 2013.



The 2013 campaigns 

Roadworks? 
I slow down. 
Obvious.



The new campaigns in 2014



The new campaigns in 2014



To be continued in 2014…


